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Turkey's political situation before the general
election
Following the local and presidential elections of 2014, the ruling party (AKP) is increasing its
influence over the political landscape and fostering its agenda of a more presidential regime. In this
context, the outcome of the 7 June general election will be crucial.

Political system
The organisation of powers in Turkey is regulated by the 1982 Constitution, amended by referendum in 2007
to add a provision on the direct election of the President.
The main legislative body is the 550-Member Grand National Assembly (Türkiye Büyük Millet Meclisi), a
unicameral Parliament elected for four years through a system of proportional representation. The law
prohibits several parties considered as extremists, and organisations suspected or convicted of terrorist
attacks, from running for election. This is currently the case for some Communist, Kurdish and Islamist
parties. After the Second World War, most of the parties changed their names and ideology. Nevertheless,
the political scene is dominated by a major conservative party and a major socialist party, alongside a myriad
of smaller parties which have not gained seats in the Parliament since 1982, due to the 10% threshold.
Executive power is shared by the President of the Republic and the Prime Minister. After a constitutional
change in 2007, the President is elected directly, since 2014, for a five-year mandate, renewable once. The
election takes place by direct universal suffrage on the basis of a simple-majority, two-ballot system.
Under the Constitution, the incumbent is Head of State and holds a largely ceremonial office with
considerable reserve powers. He calls and disbands the Parliament, approves the Prime Minister, can veto
legislation, refers laws to the constitutional court and submits constitutional changes to referendum. The
direct election of the President transformed the parliamentary regime of Turkey into a semi-presidential
one: the legitimacy of direct election considerably reinforced the powers of the Parliament. This weakened
the prerogatives of the second branch of executive power, the Prime Minister, elected by the Parliament and
responsible for the selection of the other Ministers and of carrying out
government policy with the Cabinet.
The President, the Government, Members of Parliament and any judge
may seise the Constitutional court. The Court works both a priori and a
posteriori, and is composed of 17 judges, nominated by the Grand
National Assembly (3 Members) and the President (14 Members), based
on proposals from various institutions such as the Court of Auditors,
State Council and the Council of Higher Education.

Main political parties
Since 1950, the conservatives have largely dominated the political scene, in the past 15 years in particular
with the AK Party (Justice and Development Party, Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi), founded in 1997.
In its early years, the AKP advocated a right-wing, pro-market, pro-American, pro-European line, whilst
remaining a conservative Islam-inspired party in its values. The AKP increased its power at each election,
gaining roughly two thirds of seats in three parliamentary elections since 2002, the Presidency since 2007
(indirect election of Abdullah Gül in 2007 and direct election of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in 2014) and the
majority of city councils in 2009 and 2014. Erdogan, the country's current President, was elected Mayor of
Istanbul for the Welfare Party in 1994, an Islamist party banned by law in 1997. He later co-founded the AKP
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and anchored it in Istanbul, the biggest Turkish city. Since 2002, the AKP has won nine major elections in a
row under his leadership. Even the arrest of some allies and family members of major AKP leaders in
December 2013 did not really destabilise the party.
The main opposition party, the CHP (Republican People's Party, Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi) is heir to a long
Kemalist socialist tradition. Initially the dominant, quasi-unique party after independence in 1923, it
remained a major player after 1945. The CHP is a social democratic, state-nationalist and secular party,
mainly supported by voters from big cities, coastal regions and religious minority groups like Alevis. It has
been led by Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu since 2010.
The MHP (Nationalist Movement Party, Milliyetçi Hareket Partisi) has gained increasing influence since it
became the third group in the Parliament in 2007. This nationalist party has its roots in extreme-right militias
involved in political murders in the 1970s in the context of terrorist actions and counter-actions between the
extreme right and the communists. After the military coup of 1982, the party was banned, but reformed
under various names until today's. The party leadership has recently distanced itself from the controversial
history of its formation. Under the leadership of Devlet Bahçeli since 1997, the party has consolidated its
place in the Parliament, and also at the local level (it won 17.82% of municipalities in 2014).

Figure 1 – Distribution of seats in the Turkish Parliament at elections since 2002

Data source: Turkish Parliament.

The major events which took place in the Taksim Gazi Park in 2013, including riots, occupation of the square
and confrontation with the police over the building of a mall, do not seem to have had a significant impact
on the political landscape.

Latest presidential and next parliamentary elections
On 10 August 2014, Recep Tayyip Erdogan became President following the first direct elections in Turkish
history, with 51.79% of the vote. Ekmeleddin İhsanoğlu, backed by the opposition (CHP and MHP), came
second with 38.44% of the votes, and an independent candidate, backed by left-wing parties and the Kurdish
minority, Selahattin Demirtaş, came third with 9.76%. After the elections, the OSCE pointed out some issues,
for example an imbalance in the access to media, the use of administrative means by the Prime Minister to
foster his campaign, as well as the timing of the elections, organised in the middle of the summer. It said, '...
the use of official position by the Prime Minister as well as biased media coverage gave him a distinct
advantage over the other candidates'.
The next parliamentary elections will take place on 7 June 2015 and will be the third nationwide election in
14 months. Accord to a report by the Observatoire de la vie politique turque, the President, whom the
Constitution supposedly places above party politics, is campaigning very actively, partly overshadowing the
official leader of AKP, the Prime Minister, Ahmet Davutoğlu. He has even held 11 electoral meetings of his
own. In May 2015, the Higher Council of Elections rejected an appeal by the Kurdish HDP party that the
President's involvement in the campaign is unconstitutional. Erdoğan responded by pressing for an entirely
presidential regime, an idea that creates unease in parts of the AKP. Obviously, the AKP's prospects are
good, but recent economic results (unemployment, impeded growth), will likely play an important role in the
elections, together with the party's three-mandate limitation rule that will considerably renew the AKP
leadership in the middle of the new parliamentary term. For the opposition parties, the balance of votes is
expected to remain roughly the same as in recent elections. The HDP, a Kurdish leftist party, has constituted
lists prior to elections for the first time and polls (25 May 2015) indicate that it may achieve a sizeable result
(HDP 10%; AKP 41%; CHP 26%; MHP 18%). It is possible that the AKP may lose its absolute majority, leading
it to form a coalition. This would probably soften its increasingly Presidential reading of the Constitution.
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